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(54) SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR CREATING AN INTEGRATED DIGITAL PLATFORM

(57) The embodiments herein disclose a method and
a system for creating a singular platform to harness a
plurality of technical capabilities in order to deliver mul-
tiple digital services such as end user device manage-
ment, analytics, enterprise mobility, digital identity man-
agement, smart device management and so on by or-
chestrating certain service related support capabilities.
The embodiments function as an interface between the
user equipment and the applications that are running on

several operating systems. Further, an enablement plat-
form is created and modified for a digital ecosystem that
sits on the network and user equipment to act as an in-
terface.

Essentially, a flexible and extensible API driven plat-
form capable of seamlessly integrating multiple platforms
spanning across network services and functions, analyt-
ics, device management and orchestration platforms in
enabled.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS 
AND PRIORITY

[0001] The patent application claims priority to Indian
Patent Application No. 4915/MUM/2015 filed on 29th De-
cember 2015.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The embodiments herein generally relate to dig-
ital telecommunications, and more particularly, to creat-
ing an integrated digital platform as a flexible and exten-
sible Applications Programming Interface (API) driven
platform that is capable of seamlessly integrating a plu-
rality of functional platforms across network services and
functions.

BACKGROUND

[0003] The present approach in the development of
modem web applications - and in particular of those ap-
plications commonly referred to as Web 2.0 applications
clearly points towards a high end user involvement. An
emerging "user intensive" practice today is the develop-
ment of online applications starting from contents and
functionality that are available online in the form of Open
APIs or re-usable services. This phenomenon is com-
monly known as web mashups, and it shows that web
users are increasingly putting efforts in the development
process of web applications in addition to content crea-
tion process.
[0004] In web development, a mashup is a web page
or application that uses and combines data, presentation
or functionality from two or more sources to create new
services. The term implies easy, fast integration, fre-
quently using open APIs and data sources to produce
enriched results that were not necessarily the original
reason for producing the raw source data. The primary
character of the mashups are combination, visualization
and aggregation.
[0005] With the emerging Web 2.0 market place, op-
erators have a wealth of content associated with their
network along with core network enablers such as call
control, presence and messaging, which could serve as
potential new revenue streams in a Web 2.0 world. More-
over, with the looming threat from Internet companies,
there is an increasing need for operators to make both
core and value-added functions reusable and mashable.
[0006] Similarly, from a practical point of view, telecom
mashup otherwise generally referred to as a landscape
means some combination of applications. For the tele-
com mashups, it is difficult to envisage a whole applica-
tion as a monolithic system since it triggers a complexity
of development, lack of proper description for whole busi-
ness process, lack of expertise and so on. The monolithic
system may also not work since the underlying telecom

functionalities are usually different. In the applications
development mashups play the same or almost similar
role as components on low level programming. With tel-
ecom mashup development, systems are assembled
from individual blocks and those blocks can be treated
as programming components since they have a higher
and bigger range of integration.
[0007] Currently, digital revolution has led to blurring
and masking of hitherto traditional industry boundaries
leading to the rise of ecosystems. A network/ connected
relying ecosystem on connectivity and network services
includes multiple layers spanning consumers, enterpris-
es, governments and communities contributes towards
net economic value addition. Ecosystems are best
served by a suite of platform services and service aggre-
gation is the key to driving economic value in the eco-
system. However, there continues to be a lack of single
aggregated platform functioning as an integrated ena-
blement kit that is capable of delivering pan-industry dig-
ital services leveraging synergies in terms of technical
functionalities across a common industry.
[0008] In an existing technique, an extensible content
delivery platform is provided upon which applications and
services can be built around underlying content to be
served. Rich and well-formed metadata and "metacode"
can be associated with content and/or requests in a con-
sistent and programmatic manner. However, this existing
technique is limited to working as a content delivery plat-
form primarily focusing on content delivery as to digital
services delivery spanning content, enterprise mobility,
end point device management, digital identity and ana-
lytics from a single platform.
[0009] In another existing technique, a system, meth-
od, and computer program product are provided for de-
veloping a portable software application. The method in-
cludes the steps of defining a project, adding a screen
to the project, where the screen is defined as a generic
screen or a platform-specific screen, and further includes
adding a component to the screen, the component being
defined as a generic component or a platform-specific
component. However, this existing technique does not
include service or functional application deployment on
a cloud model and is not related to Open API deployment.
[0010] In light of the aforementioned methods, existing
application development methods are either rudimentary
or do not provide a full scale digital enablement integra-
tion mechanism. Further, some of these current transac-
tion methods are also not wholly capable on focusing on
common capabilities which are essential to deliver pan
industry digital services.

SUMMARY

[0011] In accordance with one embodiment, a compu-
ter implemented system for creating an integrated digital
platform is disclosed, the system comprises an enable-
ment kit module for linking at least one of a subscriber
provider and a digital service provider. The enablement
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kit includes at least one of a digital application module,
an operations application module, a digital support mod-
ule, an application orchestration module, and a service
management module. The digital application module is
configured to develop a plurality of application specific
functions wherein said application function is invoked up-
on triggering of a pre-requisite condition. The operations
application module is configured to check whether an
invoking mechanism is triggered and maintain function-
ing of the invoking mechanism. The digital support mod-
ule is configured to provide connectivity and maintain plu-
rality of application configuration parameters for support-
ing a network infrastructure of the integrated digital plat-
form.
[0012] Further, the application orchestrator module is
configured to provide an intelligent schema based on a
request of the subscriber provider to create a deployable
integrated digital platform; and the service management
module is configured to maintain installation package of
the application support module and is invoked upon a
trigger from the application orchestration module.
[0013] In another embodiment, a computer implement-
ed method for creating an integrated digital platform is
disclosed, the method comprising of linking at least one
of a subscriber provider and a digital service provider by
an enablement kit module, and developing a plurality of
application specific functions wherein the application
function is invoked upon triggering of a pre-requisite con-
dition by a digital application module.
[0014] Further, the method includes determining
whether an invoking mechanism is triggered and main-
taining functioning of an invoking mechanism by an op-
erations application module; along with providing con-
nectivity and maintaining plurality of application configu-
ration parameters for supporting a network infrastructure
of the integrated digital platform. Furthermore, the meth-
od includes providing an intelligent schema based on a
request of the subscriber provider to create a deployable
integrated digital platform; and maintaining an installation
package of the application support module and invoking
the application specific functions upon a trigger from the
application orchestration module.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015] The embodiments herein will be better under-
stood from the following detailed description with refer-
ence to the drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram depicting the computing
architecture view of a Digital Application System, ac-
cording to the embodiments as disclosed herein;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram depicting the archi-
tecture view of the Integrated Digital Platform 106,
according to the embodiments as disclosed herein;
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram depicting the archi-
tecture view of the Digital Identity Platform 300, ac-
cording to the embodiments as disclosed herein;

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram depicting the archi-
tecture view of the Device Management Platform,
according to the embodiments as disclosed herein;
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram depicting the archi-
tecture view of the IoT management platform 500,
according to the embodiments as disclosed herein;
and
FIG. 6 is a flow diagram depicting the process of
creating a digital identity, according to the embodi-
ments as disclosed herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0016] The embodiments herein and the various fea-
tures and advantageous details thereof are explained
more fully with reference to the non-limiting embodiments
that are illustrated in the accompanying drawings and
detailed in the following description. The examples used
herein are intended merely to facilitate an understanding
of ways in which the embodiments herein may be prac-
ticed and to further enable those of skill in the art to prac-
tice the embodiments herein. Accordingly, the examples
should not be construed as limiting the scope of the em-
bodiments herein.
[0017] Referring now to the drawings, and more par-
ticularly to FIG. 1 through FIG.6, where similar reference
characters denote corresponding features consistently
throughout the figures, there are shown preferred em-
bodiments and these embodiments are described in the
context of the following exemplary system and/or meth-
od.
[0018] The written description describes the subject
matter herein to enable any person skilled in the art to
make and use the embodiments. The scope of the subject
matter embodiments is defined by the claims and may
include other modifications that occur to those skilled in
the art. Such other modifications are intended to be within
the scope of the claims if they have similar elements that
do not differ from the literal language of the claims or if
they include equivalent elements with insubstantial dif-
ferences from the literal language of the claims.
[0019] The embodiments herein disclose a system and
a method to create, facilitate and modify a single inte-
grated digital platform that focusses on harnessing com-
mon functionalities/technical capabilities which are con-
sidered essential to deliver a plurality of digital services
such as End user device management, analytics, enter-
prise mobility, digital identity management, smart device
management by orchestrating the business and service
capabilities.
[0020] The embodiments herein further disclose ex-
ploiting an enablement platform for a plurality of Digital
ecosystems that sits on the network infrastructure and
other smart computing devices by acting as a (commu-
nication) interface between a plurality of devices and con-
nected applications. The enablement platform is capable
of leveraging the technical capabilities of a network, in-
frastructure, and smart devices to provide a platform to
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the end application developers to develop applications
suitable for various industries.
[0021] FIG. 1 is a block diagram depicting a computing
architecture view of a Digital Application System 100,
according to the embodiments as disclosed herein. As
depicted in FIG.1, the Digital Application System 100
comprises of a Server 102, an Integrated Digital Platform
104, a Network 106, which are in turn connected to a
plurality of computing devices such as User Equipment
108a, 108b, 108c, 108d, to 108n.
[0022] In an embodiment, the Digital Application Sys-
tem 100 is connected to a plurality of user equipment
108a, 108b, 108c, 108d,... 108-N, collectively referred to
as the user equipment 108 and individually referred to
as a user equipment 108. The Digital Application System
100 and the user equipment 108 may be implemented
as any of a variety of conventional computing devices,
including, for example, servers, a desktop PC, a note-
book or portable computer, a workstation, a mainframe
computer, a mobile computing device, an entertainment
device, and an internet appliance.
[0023] The Digital Application System 100 is connect-
ed to the user equipment 108 over the Network 106
through one or more communication links. The commu-
nication links between the Digital Application System 100
and the user equipment 108 are enabled through a de-
sired form of communication, for example, via dial-up mo-
dem connections, cable links, digital subscriber lines
(DSL), wireless or satellite links, or any other suitable
form of communication.
[0024] The Network 106 may be a wireless network, a
wired network, or a combination thereof. The Network
106 can also be an individual network or a collection of
many such individual networks, interconnected with each
other and functioning as a single large network, e.g., the
Internet or an intranet. The Network 106 can be imple-
mented as one of the different types of networks, such
as intranet, Local Area Network (LAN), Wide Area Net-
work (WAN), the internet, and such. The Network 106
may either be a dedicated network or a shared network,
which represents an association of the different types of
networks that use a variety of protocols, for example,
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), Transmission Con-
trol Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP), Wireless Appli-
cation Protocol (WAP), etc., to communicate with each
other. Further, the Network 106 may include network de-
vices, such as network switches, hubs, routers, Host Bus
Adapters (HBAs), for providing a link between the Digital
Application system 102 and the user equipment 108. The
network devices within the network 106 may interact with
the Digital Application System 100 and the user equip-
ment 108 through the communication links.
[0025] In one implementation, the network 106 can be
a company network, including office personal computers,
laptops, various servers, such as blade servers, and oth-
er computing devices connected over the network 106.
In another implementation, the network 106 can be the
size of a home network, with a limited number of personal

computers and laptops connected over the network 106.
[0026] The Digital Application System 100 is adapted
to be a flexible and extensible Application Program In-
terface (API) platform with an enhanced plug and play
capability for the connected User Equipment 108. The
Digital Application System 100 is capable of seamlessly
integrating multiple platforms that span across the net-
work 106 including but not limited to analytics, device
management, and orchestration platforms. Further, the
Digital Application System 100 is capable of facilitating
enterprises and customers to develop a plurality of inter-
connected end applications such as for example, Remote
thermostat control, smart refrigerator, smart grid solution,
or smart waste management solutions.
[0027] In an embodiment, the Digital Application Sys-
tem 100 comprises of at least two layers namely a top
layer (not shown in Figure 1) and an enablement layer
(not shown in Figure 1). The top layer includes specific
capabilities orchestrated to deliver an end solution and
an enablement layer that provides a bouquet of common
support/enabler capabilities.
[0028] In another embodiment, the Digital Application
System 100 comprises at least one of the following serv-
ice lines namely Digital Identity Management, end user
device access management, enterprise mobility, video
solutions, connected solutions, smart device ecosystem,
partner ecosystem, and service co-creation ecosystem.
The afore mentioned service lines are detailed below:

a) Digital Identity Management: The Digital Applica-
tion System 100 provides a plurality of digital man-
agement capabilities for accessing, delivering, and
personalizing enterprise services.
b) End user device access management: The Digital
Application System 100 is capable of effectively de-
signing, managing, and controlling the access of end
point devices that span personal and end point de-
vices in the network 106.
c) Enterprise Mobility: The Digital Application Sys-
tem 100 enables real time performances by helping
conduct business implementations from any location
while meeting security and compliance mandates.
d) Video Solutions: The Digital Application System
100 provides a set of content management capabil-
ities to effectively manage and deliver content includ-
ing video assets to the user equipment 108.
e) Connected solutions: The Digital Application Sys-
tem 100 leverages digital forces and solutions that
include connectivity of vehicles and homes to span
industry verticals.
f) Smart device ecosystem: The Digital Application
System 100 is capable of designing, managing, and
controlling heterogeneous devices, connections and
services in a seamless manner.
g) Partner ecosystem: The Digital Application Sys-
tem 100 facilitates multiple services from multiple
digital enterprises and partners to be offered to end
customers, in a bundled or standalone manner.
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h) Service co-creation ecosystem: The Digital Appli-
cation System 100 enables end users and enterpris-
es to effectively create an end user application at
any point of time by utilizing the flexible and exten-
sible API driven Integrated Digital Platform 104.

[0029] In order to offer various end applications across
a plurality of service lines, an enterprise needs to acquire
a plurality of digital enablement capabilities. For example,
in order to develop a bring your own device (BYOD) ap-
plication, it is necessary to initially develop or acquire a
plurality of digital capabilities such as device analytics,
remote action security, security support, billing, regula-
tory, compliance, and so on.
[0030] In another example, device management, se-
curity support and billing are few of the common technical
capabilities/functionalities that are required to develop a
plurality of applications across service lines such as Ac-
cess device management, connected services, smart de-
vice, and partner management by the Digital Application
System 100.
[0031] FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram depicting the ar-
chitecture view of the Integrated Digital Platform 106, ac-
cording to the embodiments as disclosed herein. As de-
picted in the Figure 2, the integrated digital platform 106
comprises of an enablement kit module 202, a digital
application module 204, an operations application mod-
ule 206, a digital support module 208, an application or-
chestrator module 210, and a service management mod-
ule 212.
[0032] The enablement kit module 202 is configured
for linking at least one of a subscriber provider and a
digital service provider. The enablement kit includes the
digital application module 204, the operations application
module 206, the digital support module 208, the applica-
tion orchestration module 210, and the service manage-
ment module 212. In an embodiment, the enablement kit
module 202 may comprise, for example certain prede-
fined digital services schemas such as a SmartHome (IoT
connected house) or a VirtualOffice (IoT connected Of-
fice). The schema is configured to operate upon prede-
fined configurations. The enablement kit module 202 gets
activated upon these predefined configurations to deliver
the SmartHome or VirtualOffice digital service
[0033] The digital application module 204 is configured
to develop a plurality of application specific functions and
the application specific function is invoked upon trigger-
ing of a pre-requisite condition. Further, the operations
application module 206 is configured to check whether
an invoking mechanism is triggered to maintain function-
ing of the invoking mechanism;
[0034] The digital support module 208 is configured to
provide connectivity and to maintain plurality of applica-
tion configuration parameters for supporting a network
infrastructure of the integrated digital platform 106. Fur-
ther, the application orchestrator module 210 is config-
ured to provide an intelligent schema based on a request
of a subscriber provider to create a deployable integrated

digital platform; and the service management module
212 is configured to maintain installation package of the
digital support module 208 which is invoked upon a trig-
ger from the application orchestration module 210.
[0035] In an embodiment, the operations application
module 206 is configured to manage a plurality of serv-
ices across and external to the integrated digital platform
106. The operations applications module 206 includes
various sub entities such as a service registry, a service
controller, a service lifecycle management module, a
service orchestration module, and a service interfaces
management module.
[0036] The operations application module 206 main-
tains a registry of all catalogued services and enables
application in an application suite to subscribe/unsub-
scribe certain enabling services by the other enabling
layers in the integrated digital platform 106. Additionally,
the operations application module 206 provides a plural-
ity of technical capabilities to handle certain service sub-
scriptions, service assurances, service management,
service charging and rating, along with service perform-
ance management. Service lifecycle management by the
operations application module 206 deals with managing
end to end lifecycle of services spanning at least one of
service design, enablement, monitoring and activa-
tion/deactivation of services.
[0037] The operations application module 206 also
handles service orchestration by providing a plurality of
aligned technical capabilities to chain platform services
in order to deliver an outcome and perform interopera-
bility management to harmonize service delivery.
[0038] The operations application module 206 acts a
service management interface by providing a plurality of
capabilities to externalize platform services as APIs by
providing proxy management support in case services
are exposed to the public.
[0039] In an embodiment, the digital support module
208 is capable of facilitating certain support services such
as process management, security support, problem
management, order management, performance man-
agement, platform OSS and Machine to Machine serv-
ices (M2M). Process management by the digital support
module 208 involves providing technical capabilities to
model processes flows and execution environment for
the modelled processes. The digital support module 208
also facilitates security support by providing a suite of
security management capabilities spanning authentica-
tion, authorization and accounting, identity management,
key exchange management, license management, and
trust and reputation management.
[0040] The digital support module 208 facilitates prob-
lem management, order management and performance
management for managing related technical capabilities
to handle device management, internet of things, and
M2M scenarios. Further, the digital support module 208
also provides operational support capabilities in order to
perform zero touch configuration and upgrades manage-
ment, policy management and remote problem and di-
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agnostics spanning device management, IoT and M2M
scenarios. The digital support module 208 handles a set
of machine to machine services management capabili-
ties by performing integrity management and atomicity
enforcement of a plurality of M2M transactions, Quality
of Service (QoS) based layer transport services, reach-
ability, addressing and repository services, and commu-
nication selection services spanning Bluetooth, Zigbee,
and so on.
[0041] Further, the digital support module 208 also in-
cludes a central provisioning support console for provi-
sioning devices, services, and applications. Additionally,
consumption management that is maintaining metering
and charging of services consumed and handling work
order and field force management are handled by the
digital support module 208.
[0042] The digital support module 208 also comprises
a communication selection interface that helps in sensing
the interface for communicating with the user equipment
108.
[0043] In an embodiment, the digital application mod-
ule 204 manages a plurality of services including but not
limited to billing, sales management, charging and policy
management, fraud, regulatory and compliance and
channels support services spanning Point of Sale (POS),
online, telesales, and so on.
[0044] In another embodiment, the digital application
module 204 handles content management application
capabilities including but not limited to storage and dis-
covery, automated publishing and delivery, rights man-
agement, workflow management, feeds management,
analytics and reporting, and related activities.
[0045] Further, the digital application module 204 also
handles other security capabilities such as firewall man-
agement, data protection, and encryption/decryption.
[0046] Overall, in an applications layer, a set of appli-
cation capabilities with defined outcomes are achieved
by orchestrating relevant capabilities of the digital appli-
cation module 204. The digital application module 204
also includes an enterprise application store for providing
a suite of capabilities involving catalog management,
multiplatform support, native client support, and notifica-
tions support. A focused or a streamlined set of analytics
capabilities spanning log analytics, device analytics, us-
age analytics, and presence analytics are handled by the
digital application module 204.
[0047] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram depicting the ar-
chitecture view of the Digital Identity Platform 300, ac-
cording to the embodiments as disclosed herein. As de-
picted in FIG. 3, the digital identity platform 300 compris-
es of an application orchestrator module 210, a service
management module 212, a data mining module 302, a
data aggregation module 304, a process management
module 306, and a composite profile module 308.
[0048] In a general sense, the application orchestrator
module 210 handles the automated arrangement, coor-
dination, and management of complex processes, mid-
dleware, and services. In an embodiment, the application

orchestrator module 210 acts as a cloud orchestrator by
managing the interconnections and interactions among
cloud based and on premises service units. The applica-
tion orchestrator module 210 comprises the following
components such as a business template, an application
component registry, a global dependency mapping mod-
ule, and a global work package builder.
[0049] In the digital identity platform 300, the service
management module 212 manages and monitors the
network 106, systems, and related applications to enable
network providers to better orchestrate and automate
provisioning of resources. The service management
module 212 comprises of a local template, a local com-
ponent registry, a local dependency mapping, and a local
work package builder.
[0050] The data mining module 302 involves the inte-
gration of top down and bottom up data mining tech-
niques in order to extract predictive models from a data
source. A data source is selected and used to construct
a target data set. In the digital identity platform 300, the
data mining module 302 performs the main task of at-
tribute acquisition by attribute mining. Attribute mining by
the data mining module 302 involves attribute classifica-
tion and attribute transformation that also involve pattern
matching, and data transformation. The data mining
module 302 performs data transformation by using an
attribute extraction engine, a schema mapping module,
and a rules engine. These attributes may be related to
one individual, a set of individuals, an enterprise or a set
of enterprises.
[0051] The data aggregation module 304 gathers and
expresses information in a summary form for purposes
such as statistical analysis. The data aggregation module
304 searches databases and finds relevant search query
data and presents the data findings in a summarized for-
mat for the end user or application. The data aggregation
module 304 includes an aggregated data hub, a data
cleansing and cleaning module that performs schema
validation, constraints enforcement, schema extraction,
and instance extraction.
[0052] The composite profile module 308 performs da-
ta profiling by examining data available in an existing
data source such as a database or a file and collecting
relevant statistics and information about that data. In an
embodiment, the composite profile module 308 is con-
figured to identify a plurality of business rules violations
and anomalies. Certain metrics are identified to assess
data quality and help determine whether or not metadata
accurately describes the source data. Profiling tools in
the composite profile module 308 evaluate the actual
content, structure and quality of the data by exploring (for
example) relationships that exist between value collec-
tions both within and across data sets.
[0053] Additionally, the composite profile module 308
encrypts digital identities of individuals and enterprises
along with maintaining and beefing security by certain
data protection techniques. The composite profile mod-
ule 308 comprises of an identity enablement interface
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and an identity lifecycle management module that acts
a locally cached ID hub. The identity lifecycle manage-
ment module also includes a tokenizer and a profile meta-
data generator.
[0054] FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram depicting the ar-
chitecture view of the Device Management Platform 400,
according to the embodiments as disclosed herein. As
depicted in FIG.4, the device management platform 400
comprises of the application orchestrator module 210,
the service management module 212, a device environ-
ment management module 402, the digital support mod-
ule 208, and a service registry module 404.
[0055] In the device management platform 400, the ap-
plication orchestrator module 210 consolidates the set-
ting up and provisioning of the user equipment 108 in the
network 106 by centralizing and streamlining the process
of device management. The application orchestrator
module 210 works as a real time network management
based solution that facilitates in class configuration, pro-
visioning, and troubleshooting for different network de-
vices and technologies. Further, the application orches-
trator module 210 facilitates complex network set up
through simplified intuitive wizards and easy to use tem-
plates.
[0056] The service management module 212 helps
monitor, manage, and secure the user equipment 108
that are deployed across the network 106 to deploy and
support corporate applications. Further, the service man-
agement module 212 also manages enterprise endpoint
security, intrusion, detection and prevention to ensure
that user equipment 108 is continuously connected to
the network 106.
[0057] The device environment management module
402 maintains the environment of the user equipment
108 by managing data, upgrading, and updating on a
regular basis. Sandbox management techniques and
other relevant techniques are implemented to maintain
smooth functioning of the user equipment.
[0058] The digital support module 208 performs com-
plex event processing such as triggering or invoking cer-
tain services, networks, devices, and sensors. The digital
support module 208 also handles provisioning and con-
sumption management related issues. Additionally, the
digital support module 208 provides security support by
offering improved authentication, authorization, and ac-
counting, and enhanced license management and iden-
tity management techniques.
[0059] The service registry module 404 facilitates con-
trolled access to data necessary for governance of cer-
tain service oriented architecture projects. In an embod-
iment, the service registry module 404 allows a partici-
pating enterprise to discover and use current and rele-
vant information more quickly than conventional tech-
niques.
[0060] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram depicting the ar-
chitecture view of the IoT management platform 500, ac-
cording to the embodiments as disclosed herein. As de-
picted the IoT management platform 500, comprises of

the application orchestrator module 210, the service
management module 212, the digital support module
208, the device environment management module 502,
and the service registry module 504. In the IoT manage-
ment platform 500, the application orchestrator module
210 is responsible for maintaining connectivity, contex-
tual data and process execution, and smoothly handling
manufacturer/service provider functions. For example,
the application orchestrator module 210 accepts, trans-
lates, processes, and responds to touch points that com-
municate differently via different protocols.
[0061] The service management module 212 main-
tains and handles a plurality of functions including but
not limited to service lifecycle management, service in-
terface management, and service orchestration. Service
lifecycle management includes service enablement and
service monitoring. Service interface management in-
cludes enabling service APIs and handling proxy man-
agement interfaces. Service orchestration includes
maintaining the interoperability management of the IoT
Management platform 500.
[0062] The digital support module 208 is responsible
for maintaining security support, provisioning, policy
management, consumption management, problem man-
agement, among other management services. The dig-
ital support module 208 also includes a communication
selection interface to maintain communication across dif-
ferent protocols.
[0063] The device environment management module
502 is responsible for maintaining and controlling differ-
ent sets of functions such as device management, device
environment management, remote actions, application
management, platform support, and security mainte-
nance.
[0064] Device management functions include but are
not limited to device discovery, device enablement, mon-
itoring and reporting, and configuration management.
Device environment management functions include but
are not limited to sandbox management, upgrades man-
agement, and data management. Remote actions facil-
itation by the device environment management module
502 include but are not limited to activating and config-
uring, locking and unlocking and so on.
[0065] The device environment management module
502 is additionally responsible for application manage-
ment and platform support functions such as application
enablement, end user policy enforcement, multiplatform
support, native client support, and so on.
[0066] The service registry module 504 maintains the
service management ecosystem of the IoT platform 500
by maintaining subscription management and service
management. The service registry module 504 also en-
ables functioning of a proxy management interface and
a service enablement API while also maintaining the
service lifecycle management.
[0067] FIG. 6 is a flow diagram depicting the process
of creating a digital identity, according to the embodi-
ments as disclosed herein. The embodiments of flow di-
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agram shall be described with a use case scenario.

Use case scenario:

[0068] User X, a technology professional working for
an organization prefers to use the user equipment 108
in order to work from a plurality of locations. One partic-
ular day, before leaving for location x, user x was watch-
ing highlights of a tennis match on the user equipment
108, that was played the previous night.
[0069] While watching the highlights, user x happened
to watch advertisements of similar products that were
searched on the user equipment 108 on a plurality of
websites. Before leaving for location Y, user X switches
on a home security system on the IoT platform 500. On
the way to location Y, user x stops at the gas station to
refuel his commuting vehicle. In order to pay for the fuel,
user X taps his user equipment 108 at the fuel station
that further triggers the application which requires the
fingerprint of user X to authenticate and make the pay-
ment.
[0070] In order to push personalized advertisements
to the user equipment of user X, it is initially necessary
to gather certain information regarding predefined offers
and applied business rules, along with real time activity
and the digital identity of user X. Creating a digital identity
of user X helps in understanding certain characteristics
and creating a persona of user X based on which a plu-
rality of professional advertisements are pushed.
[0071] In order to obtain the relevant information re-
garding predefined offers and business rules, a sales and
marketing module (not shown in Figure) triggers a cam-
paign management module (not shown in Figure) to de-
sign certain offers and discount rules for User X. This
information is transferred through a business rules en-
gine that checks for predefined rules by User X and ad-
ditionally checks for the validity of offers or discounts.
Similarly, to obtain information regarding real time activ-
ities by User X, a communication selection interface
senses for communication and passes the information
to a Machine to Machine (M2M) module (not shown in
Figure) that further processes and sends it to a complex
event processing module.
[0072] Further, the complex event processing module
senses the user equipment 108, the network 106, service
and sensor triggers and then forwards real time activity
information to an analytics module (not shown in Figure).
[0073] The analytics module then stitches real time in-
formation along with certain predefined offers and other
rules in order to assist in shortlisting advertisement based
on those parameters. The information gathered from the
analytics module is forwarded to the Digital Identity plat-
form 300.
[0074] As depicted in FIG. 6, at step 602 content and
workflow management rules are set by the digital identity
platform 600 followed by offer and business rules at step
604. At step 606, complex event processing is performed.
At step 608, a check is performed to determine if person-

alized advertisements are available. If there are no per-
sonalized advertisements available then media content
exchange and integration is performed at step 610. Busi-
ness rules are applied at step 612 In case, personalized
advertisements are available then media content is pub-
lished at step 614 and a delivery channel is selected at
step 616 followed by the step of selecting a communica-
tion interface at step 618. It will be noted herein that var-
ious actions/steps in method 600 may be performed in
the order presented, in a different order or simultaneous-
ly. Further, in some embodiments, some actions listed in
FIG. 6 may be omitted.

Claims

1. A computer implemented system for creating and
facilitating interoperability in an integrated digital
platform, said system comprising:

an enablement kit module for linking at least one
of a subscriber provider and a digital service pro-
vider, wherein said enablement kit includes at
least one of a digital application module, an op-
erations application module, a digital support
module, an application orchestration module,
and a service management module;
said digital application module configured to de-
velop and maintain a plurality of application spe-
cific functions, wherein said application function
is invoked upon triggering of a pre-requisite con-
dition;
said operations application module configured
to check whether an invoking mechanism is trig-
gered and maintain functioning of said invoking
mechanism;
said digital support module configured to pro-
vide connectivity and inter connect plurality of
application configuration parameters for sup-
porting a network infrastructure of said integrat-
ed digital platform;
said application orchestrator module configured
to provide and process an intelligent schema
based on a request of said subscriber provider
to create a deployable integrated digital platform
associated with the plurality of application con-
figuration parameters; and
said service management module configured to
deploy installation package of said application
support module and invoked upon a trigger from
said application orchestration module.

2. The computer implemented system as claimed in
claim 1, wherein said enablement kit module is con-
figured to seamlessly integrate the functioning of at
least one of said digital application module, said op-
erations application module, said digital support
module, said application orchestrator module, and
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said service management module to develop at least
one end application.

3. The computer implemented system as claimed in
claim 2, wherein said end application is developed
based on a plurality of digital functionalities, wherein
said plurality of digital functionalities comprises at
least one of device analytics, remote action security,
security support, billing, regulatory, and compliance.

4. The computer implemented system as claimed in
claim 1, wherein said operations application module
is configured to enable a plurality of applications for
at least one of subscribing and un-subscribing ena-
bling.

5. The computer implemented system as claimed in
claim 1, wherein said operations application module
is configured to externalize a plurality of platform
services and provide a proxy management support
when said platform services are exposed.

6. The computer implemented system as claimed in
claim 1, wherein said digital support module is con-
figured to provide a plurality of security management
functionalities comprising at least one of authentica-
tion, authorization and accounting, identity control,
key exchange control, license control and trust con-
trol.

7. The computer implemented system as claimed in
claim 1, wherein said digital support module is con-
figured to perform at least one of zero-touch config-
uration and upgrade management on a periodical
basis.

8. The computer implemented system as claimed in
claim 1, wherein said digital support module is con-
figured to implement a central provisioning support
console for provisioning at least one of devices, serv-
ices, and application.

9. The computer implemented system as claimed in
claim 1, wherein said digital support module includes
a communication selection interface configured to
communicate with a plurality of end devices.

10. The computer implemented system as claimed in
claim 1, wherein said enablement kit module further
comprises a digital identity module, and wherein said
digital identity module is configured to provide a plu-
rality of identity functionalities for at least one of ac-
cessing, delivering, and personalizing enterprise
services.

11. The computer implemented system as claimed in
claim 1, wherein said enablement kit module further
comprises an Internet of Everything services plat-

form for designing, managing, and controlling a plu-
rality of heterogeneous devices, connections, and
services in a seamless manner.

12. A computer implemented method for creating and
facilitating interoperability in an integrated digital
platform, said method comprising:

linking at least one of a subscriber provider and
a digital service provider by an enablement kit
module, ;
generating a plurality of application specific
functions wherein said application function is in-
voked upon triggering of a pre-requisite condi-
tion by a digital application module;
determining whether an invoking mechanism is
triggered and maintaining functioning of an in-
voking mechanism by an operations application
module;
providing connectivity and maintaining plurality
of application configuration parameters for sup-
porting a network infrastructure of said integrat-
ed digital platform;
processing an intelligent schema based on a re-
quest of said subscriber provider to create a de-
ployable integrated digital platform; and
maintaining an installation package of said ap-
plication support module and invoking said ap-
plication specific functions upon a trigger from
said application orchestration module.

13. The computer implemented method as claimed in
claim 12, further comprising designing, managing,
and controlling a plurality of computing devices in a
seamless manner.

14. The computer implemented method as claimed in
claim 12, further comprising facilitating a plurality of
digital services in at least one of a bundled and stan-
dalone manner.

15. The computer implemented method as claimed in
claim 12, further comprising creating an end user
application in real time by utilizing a flexible and ex-
tensible API driven digital platform.

16. The computer implemented method as claimed in
claim 12, further comprising designing, managing
and controlling access of a plurality of end point de-
vices.

17. The computer implemented method as claimed in
claim 12, further comprising enabling a plurality of
applications for at least one of subscribing and un-
subscribing enabling services.

18. The computer implemented method as claimed in
claim 12, further comprising providing a proxy man-
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agement support when a digital service is exposed
to public.

19. The computer implemented method as claimed in
claim 12, further comprising provisioning at least one
of devices, services, and applications by a central
provisioning support console.

20. The computer implemented method as claimed in
claim 12, further comprising sensing an interface for
communicating with a plurality of end devices.

21. The computer implemented method as claimed in
claim 12, further comprising providing a digital iden-
tity recognition functionality for facilitating at least
one of accessing, delivering, personalizing digital
services.

22. The computer implemented method as claimed in
claim 12, further comprising a plurality of analytic
capabilities including at least one of log analytics,
device analytics, usage analytics, and presence an-
alytics.
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